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ABSTRACT
Websites, such as 4chan, have provided a place for extremism and hate speech to
flourish through anonymous discourse. One group that has been especially important to
this growth has been the alt-right. The alt-right is a far-right white nationalist movement
that is known for engaging in trolling, creating memes, and generating conspiracy
theories. Past research has focused on the amounts of hate speech and characterizing
content on the website. However, past studies have not looked at the experience of using
the website through the combination of participant observation and content analysis.
Here I show that the extensive use of hate speech on the politically incorrect board of
4chan is used primarily to signal identity. However, constant engagement with the
content normalizes these patterns of speech. I found that many words that are considered
hate speech were used to signal belonging, complicating the findings of past studies that
count the usage of hate speech to characterize the content of the website. Despite this
usage, I found that constant engagement with the content normalized content from the
site and increased my conspiratorial thinking. This study demonstrates the complexity of
researching those with whom we disagree, highlighting the importance of empathetic
research that considers both the intentions of those studied as well as the consequences of
their actions.
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CHAPTER I -Introduction
Alt-right
Far-right movements in the United States have a long history, but a more recent
movement that has shifted mainstream politics far to the right has been the alt-right. The
term alt-right was first coined by Richard Spencer, whose influence has been key to the
intellectual underpinnings of the movement (Daniels 2018, 61). The alt-right, in many
ways, is a product of older far-right movements but breaks away from them in essential
ways. The main difference between the alt-right and other far-right movements is where
it originated and primarily exists. Members, while spread across the globe, gather on
websites such as Stormfront, Altright, and 4chan, and the movement originated on these
sites. Another way the movement is different from other far-right movements, such as
the Ku Klux Klan, in the United States is a general rejection of democratic principles for
anyone, including themselves. Members deny that government by the people can be
effective, as it is viewed as fundamentally flawed. Any attempt at democracy will fail
because of human nature that causes individuals to prioritize their own needs over others,
regardless of their position (Main 2018, 38). In other words, those in positions of power
will always attempt to corrupt those positions for their benefit. This belief leads to the
general rejection of government or to support for authoritarian governments that shares
their beliefs about the world. The movement also has broken away from the use of
Christian symbolism. Despite these breaks, the alt-right has kept a focus on white
nationalism, anti-Semitism, Islamophobia, and pushes for founding a white ethnostate
(Daniels 2018, 62; Main 2018, 5–6).
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Much of the research on the alt-right has focused on widely publicized content
created by an intellectual core. This group consists of magazine editors, bloggers, and
writers. This intellectual core has shaped how members, the public, media, and
researchers have understood the alt-right movement. Understanding the specifics of these
beliefs is thus required to understand how these impact members.
This intellectual core has pushed a belief in what they call "human biodiversity"
(HBD), as a purported scientific fact that shows innate differences between races and the
genetic superiority of whites (Main 2018, 6). By framing racial differences as fact, the
intellectual core suggests that individuals should be racist. This understanding that
biological differences are real and have profound impacts on things like behavior,
intelligence, and health frames how members of the alt-right understand others. Shared
racial characteristics are then used to argue for shared racial interests, which allows the
intellectual core to frame many issues as white versus other races. These beliefs build
into ideas around constructing a white ethnostate and encourage perceiving gains by
racial groups as attacks against being white.
The alt-right's intellectual core also broadly rejects liberal democracy, as seen in
the United States of America, denying that government by the governed is possible in a
multi-cultural country. This denial takes three forms: a general rejection of government,
denial of democracy as an effective government, or denial of multiculturalism (Main
2018; Neiwert 2017). Some members of the intellectual core push for increasing the
power of small local governments while rejecting federal power and suggest dissolving
the federal government to the greatest extent possible (Neiwert 2017). Other members of
the intellectual core argue that individuals will not act in the interests of others against
2

their interests, so democracy cannot succeed in a multi-cultural setting. They instead
suggest an enlightened authoritarian who is as similar to them as possible is the best form
of government. This enlightened authoritarian's interests will align with theirs through
shared racial interests, thus allowing the government to react to problems adequately.
Still others argue that a multi-racial democracy becomes too mired in tribalism to act in
the common good and is thus ineffective. They therefore argue for racially organized
ethnostates (Main 2018, 206). These ethnostates would then allow for each group's
government to address its needs because of shared racial interests.
While these depictions serve as an accurate representation of the beliefs of the
intellectual movement behind the alt-right, members of the broader community, those
outside the intellectual core, regularly contest each of these points ("Alt-Right" n.d.).
Even discussing those who fall under the term alt-right as members can be misleading as
there is no self-defined organization that individuals recognize membership within. For
this reason, I will refer to individuals who choose to remain anonymous but fall under the
term as participants because their inclusion is based on actions, not stated selfidentification. Most who act in line with the alt-right do not publicize association with
the alt-right in the same ways as the intellectual core. Many of these invisible or
anonymous participants in the alt-right are youths who are exposed to movement content
through message boards online, such as 4chan ("Alt-Right” n.d.). The movement draws
these individuals, who come from various backgrounds, in for diverse reasons. This
plurality means understanding the motivations behind participating in the alt-right is
complex and requires an understanding of both the movement and the members. This
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multiplicity is vital because individuals might be participating and increasing the voice of
the alt-right for reasons outside of the movement’s stated ideology.
One crucial aspect of the alt-right’s ability to become influential was the shift of
mainstream conservativism, previous to the alt-right’s rise, to what has been termed by
scholars as post-racial white supremacy (Maskovsky 2017). Post-racial white supremacy
is a form of white supremacy that focuses on recreating a past with a white-dominated
economy, while explicitly maintaining that there is no racial motivation behind these
beliefs (Williamson, Skocpol, and Coggin 2011). The Tea Party and similar movements
shifted the focus of mainstream Republicans to issues that are closer to the goals of the
alt-right. Members of the Tea Party adamantly insist and often believe that these issues
that drive their policy positions are not about race, which allows them to appeal to
mainstream Republicans, while simultaneously shifting political dialog closer to issues
important to the alt-right. While movements like the Tea Party were important for
changing national dialog, members are often avowedly anti-racist despite the racist
impacts that their supported polices have that they do not recognize.
The alt-right has used this shift to support their fundamentally and openly racist
goals by discussing issues publicly through tools such as trolling, which make meaning
unclear and contestable. The alt-right’s use of trolling makes their position on
mainstream platforms just close enough to the issues pushed by groups like the Tea Party
for outsiders to conflate the intentions of each group. Mike Enoch, the editor of The
Right Stuff, an alt-right targeted magazine, has been quoted as defining the alt-right as
“The Alt-Right is about race realism and Jewish power, its effect on our political world
geopolitics, United States politics, global politics, everything (Main 2018, 5).” Studies
4

looking into the rise of the alt-right and post-racist white supremacy have examined how
they and disingenuous political actors such as Donald Trump have played on class, racial,
and reproductive anxieties while denying taking any particular stance (McGranahan
2017).
One of the things that make both speaking to and studying the alt-right difficult is
that they post many different versions of their ideology online. The alt-right lacks a
unified core, with even the intellectual movement split on core issues, and can thus claim
the pieces that become popular while denying the others as trolling, or posting to elicit an
adverse reaction (Bangstad, Bertelsen, and Henkel 2019; Nithyanand, Schaffner, and Gill
2017). Using this same tactic, Trump appeals to many distinct communities through lies
that create affiliative truths, or truths that serve as a basis around which a group can form
(McGranahan 2017, 246). Trump's frequent and unapologetic lying allows him to adopt
some of the strategies of the alt-right, saying many things and then adopting the pieces
that become popular as what he meant while dismissing other statements as attempts at
trolling the left (Maskovsky 2017; McGranahan 2017). This fluidity makes
understanding the goals of members difficult and requires researchers to have a nuanced
understanding of interaction.
The alt-right and Trump dismiss evidence against them as the product of
conspiracy theories perpetuated by the media that cannot be trusted (Wilson 2018, 2).
The alt-right accuses mainstream media of being controlled by nefarious actors who,
through manipulating content, control the public (Wilson 2018). Trump discredits the
media by accusing them of producing fake news, suggesting that information coming
from mainstream media is a conspiracy against him (Wilson 2018). While phrased
5

differently, Trump accomplishes the same discrediting of mainstream media that allows
him to avoid criticism as the alt-right. Trump's use of the alt-right’s tactics shows how
effective these tactics are at deflecting criticism and delegitimizing opponents.
Trump's use of the alt-right’s tactics to appeal to other conservative movements
while still appealing to more mainstream conservatives demonstrates the far-reaching
impact of the alt-right’s tactics. However, if we focus on Trump or the alt-right as a
movement, we fail to recognize the diverse motivations of individuals participating in the
alt-right. Essential to understanding these motivations is comprehending how these
behaviors appear in online settings. The alt-right’s use of news is an issue that allows us
to understand both the impact that they are having while gaining insight into why
individuals participate with the alt-right.
News Usage
Past research has shown that the news we consume and accept shapes our
perception of events and how we respond to those events more than whatever the
‘objective truth’ may be. This shaping means that news helps to drive our responses,
which can be increased or decreased political participation, in ways that we need to
understand (Johnson-Cartee 2004). Additionally, it has been shown that those who feel
knowledgeable about a subject are more politically motivated (Ashley, Maksl, and Craft
2017, 97–98). Past research has also shown that diversification of news sources has
essential impacts on how effective political knowledge is at increasing political efficacy
(Nir 2012, 578). These studies show that engaging with diverse sources about political
events increases political participation and the effectiveness of this participation. A
critical source for the consumption of news is the internet. Research from PEW in 2018
6

has shown that 35% of individuals get their news from news websites, and 20% get their
news from social media (Pew 2019). Therefore, the internet has had a broad and farreaching impact on how individuals get news that we must understand.
Thus, it is essential to understand where members of the alt-right get their news
media and how they are recreating it. My research could show important influences that
different forms of media have on how members of the alt-right understand the world.
Additionally, how members of the alt-right are using these news sources could show how
agency and recreating stories drive membership within the alt-right. Much news read and
shared by participants in the alt-right is created, shared, and organized on the politically
incorrect board of 4chan.
4chan
4chan is an imageboard that has become widely associated with far-right
movements. In particular, the politically incorrect board has become known as a hot spot
for hate speech and far-right movements (Hine et al. 2017). Studies have shown that is
hate speech is pervasive on the site. Some researchers have found over 12% of posts
contain some type of hate speech, which compared to even other fringe social media
sites, such as GAB at 5.4%, is high and much higher than mainstream sites such as twitter
which studies have found around 2% of posts contain hate-speech (Zannettou et al.
2018). Additionally, research has found that a great deal of mainstream internet content
originates on 4chan, demonstrating the impact that fringe sites have on broader internet
communities (Dai et al. 2012, 3:7–8). This flow is especially crucial due to the amount
of misinformation framed as well-researched stories that travel through the website
(Cohen 2018, 144). This framing allows content from the site to fool algorithms that
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check for validity, allowing them to flow into other social media sites appearing as
legitimate news (Cohen 2018, 144).
Questions
For my study, I wanted to ask why people use social media platforms associated
with far-right groups. Specifically, I wanted to focus on how users understood their own
use of news. I also wanted to understand what impact engaging with the content of 4chan
had on individuals’ offline lives. I hoped that by gaining a better understanding of what
users where doing and the impact of the habitus created by using the site, I could better
understand what drives people to join these groups.
My original research plan did not focus on 4chan but on GAB, a fringe social
media site that is structured similarly to Twitter. Individual users have profiles on GAB
and it has a built-in chat function that would have allowed me to interact with users,
without them having to expose any additional information about themselves to me.
However, an inability to establish contact with the owners or managers of the website
meant that I could not obtain approval to proceed with my research. My study then
shifted to 4chan, a publicly accessible board, which allowed me to proceed without being
able to successfully contact the owners of the website despite repeated attempts to do so.
4chan is an imageboard that allows users to post anonymously and many of the boards
require users post anonymously. All but one board restricts asking for contact
information of any kind through the forum. The anonymous nature of the board meant
that it would be impossible to ensure that I was talking to the individual I wished to
contact or to prevent users from impersonating me on the forum.
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4chan’s terms of service, as well as concerns around safety, meant that I was not
able to interview users of 4chan, which fundamentally changed the structure of my
research. I wanted to focus on identifying how users understood their own use of news.
This change meant that I had to focus on user posts and responses for insight into how
they used these posts. This shift also meant that to gain an understanding of how using
4chan impacts users, I had to focus on my own experience of using the site.
Additionally, this allowed my research to focus on understanding the social and linguistic
rules of the community that must be adequately understood to engage in interview
research properly (Briggs 1986). This shift allowed me to understand how individuals
become interwoven into the community of the politically incorrect board of 4chan,
increasing the alt-right’s influence.
Additionally, 4chan serves as the origination of much content across the web,
including GAB, which centered my research closer to the source of this content. Further,
by focusing on reading users what they were doing or observing the structure of
conversations, I was able to learn how asking questions work, which is a necessary
precursor to interview focused research (Briggs 1986). Finally, the delay of my research
meant the study took place during the early stages of the Covid-19 pandemic, meaning
that much content was focused on the disease instead of politics. These difficulties
changed my research and allowed me to go to the site where much of the alt-right’s
content originates, but also served to highlight opportunities for future research.
Despite these difficulties, my research still focused on how individuals
understood their actions and how they used news. To address these questions, I shifted
my methods to discourse analysis that combined qualitative and quantitative methods.
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Additionally, I asked how does use 4chan translate into other fields of interaction or what
impact does using this website have on other contexts of my life. These questions
allowed me to focus on the agency of users and how I experienced the website while
engaged in what anons, or users of 4chan, call lurking, a behavior that is interpreted by
users as being key to understanding 4chan’s culture and learning to post appropriately. It
is important to note that while my research focused on understanding anons’ actions and
how they understand behavior, research into the genuine harm that these communities
cause is also valuable to recognize the broader impact that far-right groups can have. I
address why individuals join these groups or what they get out of being in them by
understanding how they understand their actions and language.
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CHAPTER II -Literature Review
Alt-Right
The alt-right, or alternative right, has been defined as “a loosely organized farright movement that emphasizes internet activism, is hostile to both multicultural
liberalism and mainstream conservatism and has had a symbiotic relationship with
Donald Trump's presidential campaign” (Lyons 2017). This movement is, in many ways,
a product of online practices transforming past conservative movements through the lens
of consumption (Malmgren 2017, 9). Many of the overarching anxieties held by the
movement are shared with past conservative movements, including anxieties centered
around class, gender, and race. What makes the alt-right different from past conservative
movements is how the alt-right has transformed these beliefs through consumption
online. Individuals can pull together pieces of digital culture from across the web and
remake them into something new that meets their needs allowing a more diverse and
connected membership than previous far-right groups (Statham 2019).
‘Loosely organized’ means that despite its far-reaching influence, membership is
fluid, and despite the presence of an intellectual core, the movement lacks clear
leadership that organizes activities (Wilson 2018). Even calling the alt-right a group and
individuals who fall under the term members can be misleading. This loose organization
means that individuals who engage with alt-right sources are extraordinarily varied and
come to the movement for many different reasons (Statham 2019). These reasons are
complex, but past research with far-right groups indicates that they can include a desire
for safety, to engage with material culture, to enact masculinity, and to find friendship
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(Blee 2007). This research supports my finding that most activities within the movement
have diverse motivations.
“Far-right” refers to a set of political orientations that explain issues by focusing
on racial, class, and gender issues with a desire to return to some idealized period from
the past (Sotlar 2004). The alt-right is a far-right group and, within the alt-right, these
issues have focused on returning to a United States of America that is dominated by
white men (Lyons 2017). The focus on these issues by members can be seen in attacks
on women and minorities through online forums and the construction of women and
minorities as somehow less than white men, such as through the usage of ‘grill’ to refer
to women implying that they are cheap and replaceable (Sparby 2017b, 92). These
attacks can also focus on reconstructing men who disagree with them as feminine, which
the alt-right then use as a reason to disregard their statements. Thus, I used these
constructions to understand better who and what participants in the alt-right value. A
critical influence on the alt-right transformation of these issues is its placement online.
Interaction through online platforms has transformed how individuals that fall
under the umbrella term alt-right engage with others and interpret these actions. One
significant impact is that members understand their actions as a type of activism and this
has helped shaped interaction by transforming the way core issues are presented (Lyons
2017). By positioning themselves as internet activists, members of the alt-right can
frame problematic positions as being less harmful, such as shaping white supremacy as
white activism. Furthermore, interaction through sites such as 4chan allows members to
remain anonymous. This obfuscation enables them to avoid criticism outside of the
original thread they posted it in (Sparby 2017a, 3). Anonymity has led to practices such
12

as trolling because the construction of the site allows them to attack others while
preventing long-lasting repercussions (Sparby 2017a, 3).
Critical to understanding why the alt-right is far-right, though, is its hostility to
both liberalism and mainstream conservativism, which both reject racial and genderoriented explanations for social ills. A general rejection of mainstream conservatism can
be seen through the creation of terms such as cuckservative that constructs mainstream
conservatives as cuckolded by liberals while liberals are constructed as enemies to
whiteness and masculinity (Banet-Weiser and Miltner 2016; Hine et al. 2017).
Finally, the movement’s relationship with Donald Trump has brought into focus
the negative and far-reaching impact that the alt-right has had mainstreaming hate and
dividing the public in the United States (Neiwert 2017). Trump’s usage of the tactics of
the alt-right has allowed him to drive the United States’ public apart through the creation
and spread of conspiracy theories (Neiwert 2017, 108). Trump has used the alt-right’s
tactics to help mainstream far-right ideas through framing and the use of humor to
remake the unacceptable in acceptable ways (McGranahan 2017). The alt-right and
Trump also cause direct harm to individuals through attacks such as trolling and other
forms of aggression (Miller et al. 2016). Each of these concerns highlights real
substantive issues that the alt-right and Trump have caused.
Anxiety in the Alt-Right
Recent research on conservatism in the United States has primarily focused on the
movement by looking at the intersection of class and either racial or gender anxiety
(Bangstad, Bertelsen, and Henkel 2019; Blee 2007; McGranahan 2017; Banet-Weiser and
Miltner 2016; Deem 2019; Wilson 2018). Racial and class anxiety studies have focused
13

on how rapidly changing economies and demographics have worked together to
galvanize the alt-right through racially motivated class beliefs (Williamson, Skocpol, and
Coggin 2011; Hochschild 2016; Norton and Sommers 2011; Bangstad, Bertelsen, and
Henkel 2019). Research has also looked at the changing role gender has played in
motivating and energizing conservative movements as women continue to move into
areas that were traditionally dominated by white men (Franklin and Ginsburg 2019;
Davis 2019; Banet-Weiser and Miltner 2016). The alt-right has transformed these
anxieties around class, gender, and race through memes, trolling, and conspiracy.
Class and Racial Anxiety Within the Alt-Right
Hochschild (2017) researched the Tea Party in the South through interviews and
historical analysis and found that that modern conservativism’s influence in the South can
be traced back to three galvanizing periods: the 1860s, the 1960s, and the election of
Barack Obama (Hochschild 2016, 207). The people Hochschild interviewed felt as
though the North radically restructured the social order in the South in the 1860s and the
1960s, acting as an unwelcome moralizing force. Then with the election of Barack
Obama, these people felt as though the federal government was again restructuring the
social order. In all three periods, there was a perception of the government giving
undeserving people a short-cut to the American dream. Hochschild found that many of
the people she interviewed saw themselves as working their way towards the American
dream the way they were supposed to, while blacks and other people of color were given
handouts that let them jump ahead (Hochschild 2016; Williamson, Skocpol, and Coggin
2011). The perception that as racism against blacks and other people of color decreased,
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there must be an increase of racism against whites drove these anxieties (Norton and
Sommers 2011).
Mainstream media has politically marginalized people like those Hochschild
interviewed. Mainstream media has constructed this population as backward, and a lack
of educational opportunities has excluded these groups from economic gains.
Consequently, those Hochschild interviewed saw themselves as victims who had not
received the same level of economic support as other less-deserving groups. Individuals
believed that whites would work if they could and therefore deserve aid, while minorities
were assumed to have no desire to work and, therefore, were undeserving of aid
(Williamson, Skocpol, and Coggin 2011; Hochschild 2016). These beliefs were not selfinterpreted as racist, however, and those interviewed by Hochschild and Williamson were
often avidly anti-racist in their political statements. To understand this, we need to
recognize that individuals using this logic see racism as something that must be against
entire groups and having one friend or ‘good’ example means that you are not racist
(Allington 2018). Increasing economic marginalization resulting from the
deindustrialization of the United States means that growing anxiety around class
combined with changing social demographics has worked to interweave these issues.
Due to an increasingly deindustrialized economy that has shifted to service
industry jobs, many men find themselves left out of new opportunities because the skills
developed in an industrial setting do not translate (McDowell 2003, 829). As the
deindustrialization of the United States continues, combined with an influx of immigrants
willing to take the remaining traditionally masculine jobs for lower rates has resulted in
an interweaving of these two issues for the alt-right with blame for the conditions
15

changing jobs and dim prospects for the future falling mostly on non-white immigrants
(Verney 2018, 251). This interweaving means the racial and class anxieties of the farright are difficult to untangle and are thus frequently studied together (Bangstad,
Bertelsen, and Henkel 2019, 101). These racial and class anxieties might shape the altrights’ understanding of the world. This interweaving allows us to understand how
getting rid of immigrants could be seen as an easy solution to economic woes for those
marginalized by current economic structures (Bangstad, Bertelsen, and Henkel 2019,
100; Verney 2018, 251)
Class and Gender Anxieties Within the Alt-Right
A core piece of the alt-right’s beliefs is a particular form of masculinity that
considers any type of femininity as antithetical to being masculine (Banet-Weiser and
Miltner 2016). Critical to understanding the reactions of those who hold these beliefs is
the idea that attacks against this type of masculinity are, in fact, attacks against being
male rather than certain behaviors (Banet-Weiser and Miltner 2016). The alt-right’s
response to these ‘attacks’ then helps us to understand how the movement uses online
material culture to transform these things into attacks against being a man and hyperfeminizing those who disagree with them (Malmgren 2017, 11).
Tension around the changing role of women in the economy has intensified
anxieties centered on gender. One area this can be seen clearly in is the technology
industry, which, while still dominated by men, has seen an increasing influx of women
participating in the workforce (Banet-Weiser and Miltner 2016, 173). An example of
how men have reacted to this changing dynamic can be seen in gamergate, which
involved widespread backslash against female game designers in which attacks focused
16

on them being female (Massanari 2017, 329). Anxiety about the changing role of women
and gender in this field can also be seen in the reactions to changes in character design
through the inclusion of lesbian, bisexual, gay, transsexual, and queer characters. This
anxiety is evidenced through the incredibly adverse reactions members of the alt-right
have to characters that are not cisgender white males or hyper-sexualized female
characters (Massanari 2017, 335). Members of the alt-right understand the inclusion of
any character outside those two categories as a type of anti-male activism.
Perceived threats to masculinity have been incredibly effective at motivating
members of the alt-right (Banet-Weiser and Miltner 2016; Billman 2010; Hine et al.
2017). The alt-right uses memes and trolling as a method to mobilize masculinity to
glorify those they admire, such as god-emperor trump memes, and attack those they
disagree with terms such as cuckservative (Hine et al. 2017). The god-emperor Trump
meme is a reference to 40k, a game and book series in which humans are in an eternal
war with alien races lead by their god-emperor, and places Trump in the role of the
emperor of humankind (“God Emperor Trump” n.d.). Cuckservative is a combination of
the terms cuckold and conservative. By constructing their enemies this way, they make it
so that they are not real men because they have surrendered their sexuality and
dominance. The alt-right uses this construction to attack mainstream conservatives that
are not conservative enough. By constructing people this way, they show whom they
support and why others should support these individuals.
This glorification of hyper-masculinity means that by indicating hypermasculinity members can signal their participation within the alt-right (Billman 2010).
Researchers can gain insight into users’ actions by finding behaviors centered around
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signaling masculinity for identity purposes. Speech acts that explain or challenge this
behavior allowed me to understand better how community members were using them
(Schieffelin, Woolard, and Kroskrity 1998). When users challenged others' usage of
these terms, the conversations explained what was wrong with their usage giving insight
to these beliefs. Additionally, when users defended their statements, it provided insight
into how they understood their actions. By identifying what users are doing with these
media, I better understood what motivated individuals to engage with the alt-right
through 4chan.
If researchers observe the types of individuals that members of the alt-right are
attacking and the spaces that women and ‘feminized’ males occupy, they can find what
participants in the alt-right perceive as threats and potentially why. Researchers can gain
insight into how members of the alt-right understand attacks on masculinity. I gained
insight into who participants in the alt-right support and what they interpret as threats
allowing me to understand their actions better.
Online Behavior of the Alt-Right
Researchers have examined online communities that gave birth to the alt-right,
focusing on concepts and behaviors such as conspiracy, trolling, and memes. These
online communities have transformed how these far-right groups deal with their anxieties
surrounding race, class, and gender. Conspiracy, trolling, and memes have come together
from sites like 4chan and 8chan to create a particular community that has transformed
past far-right movements into something much more fluid and mobile, allowing it to flow
into mainstream platforms hidden behind things like conspiracy, trolling, and memes.
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Conspiracy theories have fed into trolling and memes (Mattia 2016, 394), either
providing offensive ammunition or serving as justification for being angry. These can be
perceived attacks such as feminism being understood as a conspiracy against men used to
explain why they are not successful (Banet-Weiser and Miltner 2016, 172). Trolling
behavior has created a drive to generate outrage, which serves both to draw in people
through entertainment and provides a shield against charges of racism or other identities
they do not want (Milner 2013). Memes serve as a tool for rapidly spreading information
to a broad audience and have been central to the alt-right’s mainstreaming of their ideas
allowing the movement to compact and turn controversial ideas into humor (Milner
2013). Each of these pieces is important to understanding the alt-right and its
transformation of past far-right movements.
Conspiracy
Conspiracy theories have become an essential part of the dialog on 4chan and
amongst the alt-right, linking events of the world to how life is changing for these
individuals and major events (Wilson 2018; Saunders 2017). Conspiracy theories speak
to the “deep stories” of participants (Munn 2019; Polletta and Callahan 2017) and
provide explanations for things happening in the world that might otherwise serve as an
argument against their beliefs, for example women becoming more successful in areas
that they believe should be dominated by men (Wilson 2018). Deep stories are stories
that speak to how individuals believe the world works, such as the line analogy observed
by Hochschild where individuals believe that they are in a line working towards success
and those who receive government aid, minorities and women, are cutting ahead
(Hochschild 2016; Wilson 2018). Research has shown that when conspiracies call on
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these deeply held beliefs, individuals will accept far-reaching conspiracies with little
evidence (Saunders 2017, 3).
Amongst members of the alt-right, conspiracies have centered around why it is
that they are not successful, whatever that might mean to them (Banet-Weiser and
Miltner 2016, 172). Members of the alt-right often focus their anger around how
feminism is changing the standard for success in ways that are leaving them out or
intentionally favoring women (Banet-Weiser and Miltner 2016, 172). These conspiracies
can include things such as affirmative action, which members of the alt-right believe has
changed the rules so that less qualified women can take men’s jobs. They can also focus
on the portrayal of masculinity in media and how media is trying to change men into
something closer to women.
Researchers have traced this orienting focus of conspiracy theories back to the
movement’s origins on 4chan (Malmgren 2017, 9). Users of 4chan often see themselves
as social outcasts, and denial of mainstream beliefs serves as a point of pride for members
(Mattia 2016, 391). Some of the earliest posts on the board were focused on identifying
government false flag operations and bring to light these conspiracies (Malmgren 2017,
11). The history of the website contributes to the continuing focus on conspiracy as a
way to signal identity within the community (Mattia 2016, 392).
Importantly this obsession with conspiracy everywhere has created a situation
where any member of the alt-right who becomes too popular or influential might be
understood as a government actor seeking to seize control of the movement (Malmgren
2017, 10). Distrust of other members makes knowledge of language patterns especially
important for establishing legitimacy on the site. This importance shapes conversations
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by requiring users to make particular statements to prove valid community membership,
such as employing slurs or statements of distrust. Understanding anons have to employ
these memetic devices to speak legitimately supplied important contextual information
for why individuals are making statements.
This use of conspiracy theories means that the alt-right is hard to define and
respond to because there is no definable leader. This orienting focus on conspiracy
blends into how members of the alt-right understand world events and anons generate
elaborate conspiracies to discredit those who disagree with them. One example is how
many members of the alt-right believe the Sandy Hook school shooting was a covert
government operation (Eowyn n.d.). Another example is how climate change is
understood and broadly held to be a multinational conspiracy involving hundreds of
scientists (Saunders 2017)
To understand what individuals are using conspiracy theories for and what they
might gain from these interactions, we must understand past research on the impact of
engaging with conspiracy theories. Research has shown that belief in conspiracy theories
is related to a desire to understand the world, a desire for safety, and a desire to increase
one’s image of self and social group worth (Douglas, Sutton, and Cichocka 2017).
Importantly though, it has been demonstrated that belief in these conspiracy theories
serves to increase anxiety rather than provide a healthy way to deal with these stressors
(Douglas, Sutton, and Cichocka 2017; Newheiser, Farias, and Tausch 2011). Further
research has shown that individuals with low self-esteem and narcissistic tendencies are
more likely to engage in conspiracy theories that are against those considered to be
outside their group (Cichocka, Marchlewska, and de Zavala 2016). Finally, research has
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also demonstrated that experiencing high anxiety situations or perceiving being under
high degrees of stress is likely to increase belief in conspiracy theories (Swami et al.
2016; Grzesiak-Feldman 2013). These studies would seem to suggest that engaging with
conspiracy theories is both a way to deal with stress while creating new stress.
Trolling
Trolling is when individuals post content to elicit outrage (Malmgren 2017, 9).
Despite trolling’s seemingly clear definition, the alt-right’s use of trolling is complicated
because it has been transformed into an excuse for posting things that are broadly
unacceptable in ways accepted by their social network. This transformation often takes
the form of framing inappropriate comments as humor or the reaction to the comment as
the goal rather than an actual statement of belief (Sparby 2017a, 1). When individuals
construct trolling as seeking a response, they disarm rebuttals and make it so that the
more offensive it is, the more successful they are (Sparby 2017a, 1). Trolling thus allows
members of the alt-right to post racist, misogynistic, and other types of hateful speech
while denying these labels through claims of intention (Milner 2013). This framing
allows trolling to serve as a type of social criticism that the alt-right uses to comment on
things in otherwise unacceptable ways (Milner 2013). This social criticism allows
members of the alt-right to discuss issues that are important to them and to delegitimize
critics and those with whom they disagree. Members of the alt-right also often use
trolling to attack those they disagree with by attacking core beliefs to evoke outrage.
When a desire to evoke outrage drives these comments, they typically attack core
identities, such as race and gender (Milner 2013). Researchers must remember that when
examining trolling, even though the individuals engaged in these behaviors are seeking
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entertainment, these behaviors have critical negative consequences (Malmgren 2017, 9).
Studies have demonstrated that trolling can have negative impacts on self-esteem and
increase the likelihood of suicide (Coles and West 2016, 233; Bauman, Toomey, and
Walker 2013, 346). Because of this impact, it is essential to remember that while our
analysis focuses on what users are doing, these actions can and do cause serious harm to
individuals.
Trolling behavior is thus complicated, and individuals can use it to both create
harm and to generate discussion on issues relevant to the troll (Milner 2013; Malmgren
2017). Each of these perspectives can serve to inform our understanding of trolling
behavior in online forums, allowing us to empathize with members of the alt-right while
not ignoring the harm caused by these actions. Another critical aspect of these posts is
how individuals use them to address conspiracy theories with trolling both used to attack
those who espouse conspiracy theories and those who attack conspiracy theories. Finally,
effective use of trolling has been the alt-right’s employment of memes to speak to issues
through humor while attacking those with different beliefs or blaming their failures on
conspiracies.
Memes
Memes are small spreadable units of culture and in the digital context are often
user-created and viral, consisting of an image with text speaking to a cultural issue
(Lamerichs et al. 2018, 180). Many of these memes focus on issues such as masculinity
and whiteness (Lamerichs et al. 2018). In politics, memes can be a method for conveying
ideas and responding to political actors rapidly in ways that generate much interaction
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through framing it as humor broadening the influence of groups that use memes
(Lamerichs et al. 2018, 180).
Looking at some of the alt-right’s use of memes, we can see a focus on
masculinity and whiteness (Lamerichs et al. 2018, 181). An example of this is the
glorification of Donald Trump through memes such as the God-Emperor Trump meme
(Lamerichs et al. 2018, 180). Importantly, this framing also provides a method for
attacking those that the alt-right disagree with, allowing politicians to be discredited by
framing them as feminine or non-white (Lamerichs et al. 2018, 185). Understanding how
these frames are employed provides essential context for understanding the alt-rights use
of memes and why they might femininize something.
The alt-right’s use of memes has played an essential role in the mainstreaming
much of their content. This framing allows problematic ideas to be reformed as either
activism or as humor (Lamerichs et al. 2018, 181; Futrell and Simi 2017, 76). When
presented as activism, anti-Semitism and anti-feminism are understood as protecting
white heritage and protecting men’s rights (Futrell and Simi 2017, 76). This shaping can
also take the form of making fun of racist stereotypes as a type of self-deprecating humor
that hides intentions from the uninitiated (May and Feldman 2018, 27). This humor uses
the logic of lulz, a sharper form of humor that often attacks minorities and hides
intentions by framing itself as potentially ironic (May and Feldman 2018, 26). By
framing their messages in a way that makes their position challenging to identify, memes
can reach a broader audience widening the impact of their activity outside of those who
share their beliefs.
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We cannot assume that the image contains all the meaning and should look at
both user-provided explanations and the context of the conversation in much the same
way we understand discourse (Gee and Handford 2014). By looking at how images and
words come together to transmit ideas, additional insights into what is essential to
members of the alt-right can be gained. This understanding can provide a way to
interpret posts as actions that are telling a specific story about the world and how
different activities are accomplished with one piece of media through reframing and
parody (Goriunova 2016, 56). The alt-right uses memes as a way to construct themselves
as activists and use irony as a powerful tool to induct outsiders to their type of humor,
allowing the unacceptable to transition into the acceptable (Futrell and Simi 2017).
All these behaviors serve to construct oneself as part of the alt-right movement.
These behaviors frequently are serving a secondary purpose as well and failing to
consider what else members of the alt-right are doing by engaging in these behaviors, the
driving motivations for membership can be missed (Goodwin 2006). Past research has
demonstrated that individuals are doing many things when participating in these groups,
such as dealing with anxiety or engaging in social criticism (Blee 2007).
Interpreting Online Behavior
Past research looking at online behaviors has suggested that critical to
understanding the interaction and how any user of social media understands their
audience is the concept of context collapse (Gil-Lopez et al. 2018). Danah Boyd
developed the concept to discuss how individuals choose what information to share in
online contexts by collapsing social media platforms into limited contexts that they could
create appropriate content for (Boyd 2002, 28). Gil-Lopez et al. expanded context
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collapse to explain how users understand their audience by examining the content of
posts on Facebook and Twitter. Gil-Lopez et al. found that users have an imagined
audience that is often much narrower in scope than their actual audience allowing it to be
easier to create appropriate content (2018, 133). This research is similar to Miller’s
findings that posts on social media can be understood as targeting a particular section of
their social group such as children using Snapchat for communicating with a small
trusted group of friends (Miller et al. 2016). This understanding means that individuals
can treat broad categories of users as a single type of individual when they are
interpreting content and choosing what to share.
By focusing on what people are doing, we can find what pieces of each article or
post the user identifies with or if the individual is using it for something not evident from
the content alone. An example is people who voted for Trump not to support him but to
get back at liberal media, which some voters perceived as unfairly attacking Trump
(Lennon 2018, 442). This insight can only be gained by engaging with the voters
(Lennon 2018, 442). Too close a focus on the action of voting for President Trump could
allow research to hide the real intention of these actions. Understanding actions in on
online setting thus requires us to examine how users respond to these posts and the entire
context of conversations that can serve to bring forward focuses of conversations that
researchers might miss when posts are removed from the entire context. Critical to this is
understanding that many behaviors that can seem straightforward can serve as memetic
rhetoric (Sparby 2017b). Memetic rhetoric signals community membership while having
little to do with the intended content of the message (Sparby 2017b). By identifying
language that individuals repeat to signal membership within groups, we can look past
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these obscuring pieces to show what they are doing and getting out of what they are
sharing through these forums.
Practice Theory
The key to understanding the motivations underlying the actions of individuals is
recognizing how everyday practices come to construct reality. It is in the everyday use
products that culture becomes shared with these products serving to create ways of being
that become part of ourselves (Bourdieu 1977, 77). These ways of being then transfer
into the rest of our lives, allowing these practices to transform other fields of interaction
(Bourdieu 1977). These constant behaviors turn into habits, or habitus, that create paths
of least resistance for behavior that encourage us to continue to act this way (Bourdieu
2004, 582). We can see the impact of this through Bourdieu’s research with French
peasants that showed how daily life that kept them separate from women impacted their
ability to interact appropriately with women when they were allowed to (Bourdieu 2004,
582). The daily life of hard labor that defined being a peasant left these men poorly
equipped to dance appropriately compared to men who lived in the city, preventing them
from having the social skills necessary for the allowed interactions with women
(Bourdieu 2004, 582). Bourdieu referred to these ways of being as a type of embodied
cultural capital, and a vital piece of this cultural capital is what is known as specialized
knowledge (Bourdieu 1986, 243).
Groups can use specialized knowledge to define their boundaries and who can
speak legitimately and who cannot. These forms of knowledge often include speech
patterns required in order to be recognized as a member of a community and the
appropriate use of them is seen as evidence of competence (Bourdieu 1986, 244). An
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example of this would be academia, which requires students to adopt language patterns to
engage with their professors appropriately. Students who can use these language patterns
correctly are recognized as ‘smart students,' which impacts how other behaviors are
understood. Specialized knowledge can go beyond knowing the correct language and can
include technical skills such as being able to use certain tools correctly. Each of these
skills gives members differing degrees of legitimacy and impact how others understand
them. All fields of interaction have defined ways members are expected to talk and
behave.
When society understands something to be unquestionably true, this is doxa
(Bourdieu 1977, 169). Those who are dominated by a system are most likely to push
back against doxa and engage in heterodoxy or intentional actions that expose the
assumptions of what is taken for granted by these beliefs (Bourdieu 1977, 169). This
push back can only occur when those who are dominated have systems that allow them to
bypass censorship (Bourdieu 1977, 169). 4chan serves a place that this heterodoxy can
take place without consequence. This heterodoxy allows the politically incorrect board to
have become inundated with what mainstream society considers hate speech.
Banet-Weiser and Miltner argued that 4chan’s politically incorrect board creates
an atmosphere where it is expected that individuals will engage in hateful, racist, and
misogynistic dialog ( 2016, 172). The constant acting out of these various types of hate
speech which represent real actions that create entrenched pathways of least resistance for
new behavior. We might then expect these pathways or habits to transfer out of these
groups into other fields of interaction because of the habitus of hate constructed through
constant engagement. However, behavior is complicated, and just because on the surface
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it appears individuals are doing one thing it does not mean that something else is not
happening.
Critical to understanding if actions are doing these things, though, is
understanding the agency of those using these sites. De Certeau (1984) provides essential
insights into how, through the consumption of products, individuals often are doing
things counter to the producer of that product's goal. This insight tells us that we must
look at not only what members of the alt-right are sharing, but also why they choose to
share it. De Certeau divides formally created tools by the powerful from how they are
used, calling these formal tools strategies and how they are used by the weak tactics
(1984, 217).
Strategies describe the pieces of culture that exist and how they are intended to be
used like roads and sidewalks guiding where we should walk (Certeau 1984, 217).
Tactics describe how individuals use these pieces of culture or how cultural tools flow
out of prescribed boundaries (Certeau 1984, 217). Strategies represent the paths that
powerful groups formally create through structures such as language, while tactics
represent what individuals are doing with these pieces. Tactics are how we make do with
the resources that we have to accomplish our goals. An example of this is the use of
memetic devices to engage effectively with other users of 4chan that allow individuals to
successfully push back against things such as transphobia despite that merely looking at
the words used might indicate transphobia (Sparby 2017b, 91). The difference is useful
to understand because intentions can be hidden if we only count what tools individuals
are using rather than looking at how and why they are using them.
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De Certeau recognized that when we use systems set up by those in power, we are
often turning these systems into ways to meet our own goals (Certeau 1984, 215). When
De Certeau argues that “Everyday life invents itself by poaching in countless ways on the
property of others,” he is saying that each piece of culture that we use is engaging in an
action that transforms things made by others (1984, xi-xii). De Certeau's argument that
individuals construct their world using things produced by others has essential
applications for studying online communities. Specifically, the contest between tactics
and strategies takes on new importance in online communities in which these interactions
and contests are made more intense because virtually anyone can participate both in
consumption and production through online forums (Manovich 2009, 323). The
intensification of these relationships means that individuals are continually shifting
between the roles of producer and consumer, frequently occupying both roles.
Crucial to understanding how individuals produce the world through consumption
is our ability to mix and match pieces of products, subverting other’s tactics by latching
onto parts while discarding the rest (Manovich 2009, 323). This subversive practice of
pulling together pieces of several products to create a new desired whole can be seen in
studies of contradictions. These can help us to understand how it is that seemingly
contradictory beliefs come together in new complex ways to create complex belief
systems (Manovich 2009; Lennon 2018). By understanding that individuals can consume
news and other products for pieces or to signal topics of discussion, a more nuanced and
honest approach to what researchers might understand as a contradictory belief system
can be achieved.
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We must inform our observations by being attentive to those who hold beliefs that
we find contradictory watching for attempts at self-explanation. We should also accept
that there may not be a singular logic that ties all these beliefs together and instead accept
they can exist separately and meet individual needs in diverse ways (Berliner et al. 2016;
Lennon 2018; Manovich 2009, 323). By approaching seeming contradictions as
opportunities for expanding understanding, rather than something that we must explain
away, we can gain deeper insights into communities we disagree with (Lennon 2018).
This opportunity means that we must focus on what members of these communities are
doing when they share or create posts and why they choose to engage with groups. We
can gain insight into what is drawing people into these communities rather than focusing
on identifying the alt-right as a whole’s goals.
Conclusion
By focusing on the actions of users, we can better understand why users choose to
engage with other members of the alt-right through imageboards such as 4chan. Our
insights into these motivations can be broadened by drawing on past research with farright groups such as the alt-right (Blee 2007; Bangstad, Bertelsen, and Henkel 2019;
Kallis 2013; Munn 2019; Deem 2019; Wilson 2018; Lyons 2017). By understanding
their beliefs and understanding how they are being transformed through online practices,
we can get closer to what actions are being carried out (Sparby 2017b; Hardaker 2010;
Malmgren 2017; Mattia 2016; Hardaker 2010; Grzesiak-Feldman 2013; Swami et al.
2016; Cichocka, Marchlewska, and de Zavala 2016; Saunders 2017; Milner 2013;
DeCook 2018; Gal, Shifman, and Kampf 2016; Lamerichs et al. 2018).
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Each of these studies can serve to inform my research on the alt-right. By going
to 4chan and reading posts on the politically incorrect board, I can identify what users are
doing with posts on 4chan. Such analysis requires a combination of both qualitative and
quantitative methods to deal with the incredible volume of content available on the
website requiring that some form of sampling take place. By focusing on what users are
doing with their participation, I hoped that I could gain insight into what motivates
membership in these online communities.
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CHAPTER III – Methods
Place
Studying groups where they exist is key to gaining an understanding of the many
interconnected pieces of the world that help to construct our lived experience.
Ethnography with groups that exist solely online then must go to these online places and
participate to gain meaningful insights (Boellstorff 2008, 60). These places, though, can
be challenging to define. Drawing on how researchers have defined boundaries in the
past and adopting a clear theoretical lens can help to provide rigor to our placements.
While these virtual places are, in many cases, entirely new, the methods of anthropology
transfer exceptionally well into online contexts because all interaction is mediated,
meaning that the online is simply a new context to apply these methods in (Boellstorff
2008, 27). One method that is helpful with understanding the online community of 4chan
is mixed methods content analysis. By integrating quantitative and qualitative data, we
can provide a contextually rich understanding of the community and provide a clear
answer to what news sources participants are using the most.
Defining Place
Online worlds that are incredibly fluid present the old problem of place in a new
light. Researchers have often tied ethnographic studies to place defining these
boundaries a critical issue because they set the studies' limits by defining who is
interacted with (Hines 2009, 8). Determining the place of research in online studies
represents a new problem because people can be in multiple places at once, both where
they are physically and online (Teli et al. 2007). This multiplicity of place and fluidity
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of movement has led to various approaches that help address different questions and deal
with diverse communities in their terms.
Defining place has a critical impact and when researchers define place they must
consider both practical and theoretical concerns (Hines 2009, 7). Where we are in the
world defines who is being interacted with and can provide important contextual
information about why specific interactions are taking place. We must also carefully
consider where we are engaged in research to ensure that we can answer our questions in
that location (Boellstorff et al. 2012, 6). These concerns help to identify where
researchers position themselves and can critically shape the finding that they reach (Hines
2009, 8). Defining these boundaries throughout the study is increasingly necessary as
participants can rapidly travel to and participate within a multitude of contexts while
staying still (Teli, Pisanu, and Hakken 2007, 11).
To define place, I drew on Teli et al.'s (2007) cyber ethnography, which argues
that each page on a social media site represents a place with unique contexts. Each page
is created at a different time by different individuals and is responded to differently based
on this combination of factors. Treating each thread as a place allows us to consider the
original poster’s influence on the content of a thread and recognizes that users did not
understand each thread the same way. Users often contest which one of several similarly
themed threads is the ‘real’ thread. This understanding is critical because members of
4chan can discuss the same topic over several threads at the same time, and each of these
threads can develop differently. These places have their contexts and can only be
understood by drawing on concepts of polymedia (Miller et al. 2016), the idea that each
place can only be understood in relation to how other pages are being used. In the
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context of 4chan, both past and current threads influenced users' understanding of what a
legitimate thread should look like, such as guiding what sources should be included in
discussions focused on particular topics. Researchers can also only understand these
places by drawing on the concept of scalable society, meaning that users actively control
their expectations of privacy and imagined audience size by using various platforms
(Miller et al. 2016). Social media allows users to engage with select social groups
through various social media. For example, Miller et al. found that the students he
studied in England used Snapchat for private conversations with a small audience of
trusted friends. In contrast, Twitter was used for public school-wide banter while
Instagram was for engaging with strangers, which meant students understood what they
posted was public and expected a broad audience (Miller et al. 2016, 5). Each of these
media platforms allowed students to continue past practices through social media with a
degree of control over how public and how private communication could be. This
understanding means that we must consider the impact other pages and sites might have
on the content contained within each page. For example, anons use a site called
archive.org that allows them to save screenshots of websites that users are worried others
might delete later. The use of this page provides important contextual information on
how anons are using news.
I also drew on work that demonstrates that communities can exist independently
of place in the real world (Boellstorff 2008). In Boellstorff’s research on Second Life, a
massively multiplayer online role-playing game or MMORPG, the communities that
formed often had no interaction with each other or even knowledge of each other outside
the game. This independence meant that while life and the offline world impact these
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individuals. Boellestorff’s understanding of user interactions in Second Life did not
require interaction with his participants outside of the game because users understood
each other within the context of the game. Importantly this allowed me to focus on the
identity presented online rather than having to attempt to determine offline identities.
4chan
4chan is an imageboard that allows threads that respond to an original post (OP).
These responses can include images, links, or text. Images can include text, and when
these are combined the result is popularly known as a meme. Within 4chan, there are
seven sub-boards and seventy different sub-sub-boards organizing topics; all of these are
referred to by users as boards. The sub-boards are broad in scope and include topic areas
such as Japanese culture, video games, interests, creative, other, miscellaneous, and adult.
The themes of these sub-boards guide the type of content that users can post within
individual sub-sub-boards. Within each of these sub-sub-boards, individual posters can
start threads that other users can respond to, or users can respond to other users within a
thread. Threads are regularly trimmed with only the most popular threads remaining and
with even high traffic threads being cut once they have a number of posts determined by
the rate of posting, number of images, and the general activity levels of the sub-sub
board. Sub-sub-boards that are more active have a higher number of images allowed.
Total traffic on the website also determines the number of images allowed. This limit
means that threads can only have so much content before the system deletes them. The
creators of the website designed this to help keep the content ‘fresh’ or constantly
changing by ensuring only high-volume threads survive and that they are pushed out once
they have existed for too long.
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4chan allows users to post anonymously, though some boards assign an id to users
to prevent what is known as sock puppeteering, or pretending to argue with oneself to
prove a point (Hine et al. 2017, 2). Each board can enable a function that allows a flag to
be posted based on the IP address of the user. This flag can provide context for users
about from where users are posting from. However, these can be manipulated through
the use of VPNs, and users are well aware of this capability (Hine et al. 2017, 2).
Of interest to my research is the miscellaneous sub-board, which includes the
politically incorrect sub-sub-board, or /pol/. The politically incorrect board has a sticky,
or permanent, post at the top of the board describing the type of content expected on the
board.
Figure 1. Politically Incorrect Board Rules

This post situates the politically incorrect board as the center for the discussion of news
and politics. Additionally, the rules of the thread encourage well-reasoned discussion,
even including a guide to avoiding logical fallacies. Another key feature of the
politically incorrect board is the focus on politically incorrect speech, which they reframe
as a focus on free speech.
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The politically incorrect board has become known for the massive amounts of
hate speech, with some studies finding over 12% of posts containing hate speech
compared to 2.2% of tweets (Hine et al. 2017). Current moderation of the politically
incorrect board limits raiding behavior, raids in this context are coordinated attacks
against other web pages, censoring known calls for raids. It is hard to exaggerate the
impact that /poll/ as a board has on the internet, being the source of many popular memes,
and an organizing point for raids or targeted attacks against other threads that continue
despite moderator attempts to prevent them. Because of this far-reaching impact, it is
crucial to understand what drives membership and what users are getting out of their
participation.
Ethics
The ethics of online interaction are increasingly difficult to define because of the
duality of public and private interactions, meaning that users often share pieces in public
locations assuming that they will be private (Miller et al. 2016). This duality means that
interactions that can be observed online in public forums might be considered private by
the user (Marwick, Fontaine, and Boyd 2017; Miller et al. 2016). Often this takes the
form of posts to Facebook, Twitter, and other social media sites that the poster assumes
only a particular audience will see, but anyone can access. Dealing with publicly
accessible forums where users actively expect responses from strangers helps to
minimize the potential that the user expected the piece to remain private.
Miller (2017) has argued that when studying online communities, especially
stigmatized communities, researchers should take extra care to ensure the safety of those
researched by making sure that no one can establish their identity using search engines.
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Even when data becomes anonymized, individuals can still use search engines such as
Google to back-trace posts, which increases the risk of exposure for participants (Barratt
and Maddox 2016). To prevent these risks, direct quotes should not be used, or if they
must be used, then the researcher should make every effort to back-trace what is being
posted to ensure that it cannot be linked to the original post. Additionally, individuals
can use references to location, other users, events, age, gender, and other factors to
identify a user, and we must carefully consider any such inclusions. Finally, the
increasingly digital nature of data storage represents a risk to stigmatized communities
and the researcher. Both can be harmed by the hacking of data remotely, meaning that
data security is an ever-increasing concern (Barratt and Maddox 2016).
Much of the content shared on 4chan can cause real harm and thus to the extent
possible nothing is quoted from these users in this thesis, both to limit the damage that
they can do and to limit the harm that could come back to users of the site through my
research (Sparby 2017b; Barratt and Maddox 2016). Research has shown that online
aggression and cyberbullying can lead to increased rates of self-harm, and repeating them
even for research purposes can extend this harm (Bauman, Toomey, and Walker 2013).
For those I researched, identity exposure through my research could cause real harm,
such as job loss or other social sanctions.
As a general guide to ethical practice, Boellstorff argues that we should approach
our studies with a bare minimum standard of doing no harm (2012). Further, Boellstorff
has argued that when engaging in online studies, we must be careful not to attempt to
become the “virtual fly on the wall” (Boellstorff et al. 2012, 49) having no interaction
with our participants so that we can get at what is truly going on. These concerns
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permeate my studies, and as we continually enter new contexts, we are ever entering
further undefined grounds of ethical behavior, so this guiding mantra of at least do no
harm will become more and more critical (Boellstorff et al. 2012). That said, Boellstorff
et al. argue that when looking at interactions that would happen regardless of the
researcher, consent forms are not required (2012 134-35). This argument means that
when researching online, if it is happening in a publicly accessible forum and would exist
without the researcher present, it does not require explicit informing of participants of the
research or their permission to study. However, it is still important to consider if the
research could have negative impacts on the groups studied, such as the loss of a job or
criminal prosecution that could negatively impact our participants (Boellstorff et al.
2012, Barratt and Maddox 2016).
To protect both the researcher and the participants' privacy, a .tor browser, which
masks individual user activity by routing traffic through multiple host nodes, was used
for this project. The use of a .tor browser protects against malicious software and
prevents tracking of the computer used, helping prevent targeted attacks against the
researcher (Barratt and Maddox 2016). These procedures protected both the researcher
and the users of the politically incorrect board in the event of a malicious software attack.
Further, I stored transcripts of online forum discussions in a remote password protected
device that did not have internet access by which I limited the scope of any breach and
ensured the highest degree of security for informants. Within these transcripts, I removed
any references to users’ offline identities, including pictures that include the posters'
information, posted usernames, tripcodes, and other information revealed that could serve
to identify users or link back to the post. Finally, I will quote no public posts to ensure
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that data cannot be back-traced through search engine software to find original posts.
This limitation is vital due to the public archiving of most content posted to the politically
incorrect forum.
Risks to participants come in many forms when working with stigmatized
communities. These risks could come in the form of legal action, social sanctions, job
loss, and other adverse reactions if my research exposed their membership within the altright. These types of exposure not only hurt these individuals but also work to increase
distrust of researchers among the community, and therefore we must limit any risk.
Working with stigmatized communities compounds all these concerns, increasing the
importance of ensuring participant anonymity.
Data Collection
While qualitative methods do not typically engage in sampling, the volume of
content available on the politically incorrect boards required a systematic method for
identifying what content to study. To do this, I developed a sampling method that
focused on selecting both the highest traffic time and the lowest traffic time on the
website to analyze. This analysis looked at the post with the highest response rate at each
time. To select the times for data collection, I pulled data from 4stats.io, a website that
tracks activity on 4chan and publishes records of activity levels. I analyzed the last four
weeks of activity before the study began to identify the hours with the most activity
peaks. I then took the mode of the data to identify the hour with the most activity spikes,
2 p.m. To determine the hour with the least activity the I turned the data into an ordered
list and visually inspected to find the hour with the lowest activity, 12 a.m., with only one
peak in activity in the last four weeks. I observed both peak and low activity times to
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account for any systemic effects that traffic levels might have on the data. I also selected
the highest traffic thread at each point to ensure that one thread would have sufficient
content for meaningful analysis.
To collect data, I identified active threads on 4chan using 4stats.io at both
observation times. I recorded these posts by copying and pasting the content into word. I
completed the analysis using two separate word documents, one with the original thread
intact in case I needed to access a thread in its original format later.
In the second document, I sorted posts by what the user was attempting to
accomplish. For example, I placed posts seeking or giving information about the
coronavirus together. In contrast, I separated posts that were engaged in trolling behavior
to discredit the danger of the disease, and I placed posts attacking the trolls within the
trolling category. I chose this categorization because these users were engaged in an
ongoing conversation. Both users were engaged in the same activity focused on the same
subject, even if for different reasons. Categories of discussion were determined by the
content of the thread, allowing for the creation of categories that appropriately fit what
users were doing. For example, several threads included discussions of a secret world
order that was responsible for all the world's ills. While anons were posting this in the
context of Covid-19, it was primarily about the world order and the need to fear it. Users
broadly rejected this type of conspiracy, and thus these discussions were different from
other conversations about the coronavirus; thus, I categorized them separately.
Additionally, I recorded comments about these posts within the analysis document to
help better index content for access later and to help understand the flow of the
conversation.
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To better ensure the generalizability of my data, I took two data collections,
looking at all active threads on 4chan at the times of data collection. Over the course of
three weeks in late winter and early spring of 2020, I analyzed 2722 pages of content. To
do this I opened each active thread and copied and pasted into Word documents. I
analyzed each of these under the same procedures to better understand the influence that
only observing the most popular threads had on my data. This influence was especially
significant to identify because the study was conducted in the early weeks of the Covid19 pandemic, which likely biased the content of threads viewed.
Analysis
Discourse analysis focuses on the large chains of interaction and how researchers
can identify a genre of interaction to study for commonalities (Gee 2014). We can
identify and study these genres in several ways, including both qualitative methods and
quantitative methods, each providing unique insights to the data. Qualitative data allows
us to capture more of the experience of using the boards, which allowed me to engage
with pieces of content as users experience them. Quantitative data allows us to capture
precise detail about one aspect of the board but has the potential to collapse the
experience into our categories but has the advantage of being more easily replicable by
other researchers. Each form of data has advantages and drawbacks, but by incorporating
both forms of data, I can gain deeper insights into the community.
Qualitative Discourse Analysis
For my research, I understood discourse as a way of constructing the world from a
social perspective (Gee 2014: 11). Discourse was defined as a conversation, spoken or
written, that occurs within everyday interaction. These discourses are the basic unit of
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action that humans engage in within these forums (Gee 2014: 104). This perspective ties
in well with speech act theory, or that speech represents a type of action, which linguistic
anthropologists widely use (Duranti 1997). By focusing on posts as actions, I was better
able to focus on what users did with their posts rather than the words the action was
accomplished with. This ability was essential for focusing on the tactics of members of
the alt-right who must employ specific linguistic tools to establish legitimacy (Sparby
2017b)
Discourse analysis also intersects with Interaction Sociolinguistics or ISL,
examining how individuals use language with reference to preexisting cultural knowledge
(Gee 2014: 135). Because of these forms of preexisting knowledge, I had to read content
posted by the community over three weeks and reanalyze content as users discussed
topics in different ways that helped to clarify what various content meant. According to
Gee and Handford, the inherent structure of language prevents anyone from making
everything they want to communicate explicit (2014: 135). This obscurity means that
identifying what people are saying takes time with a community and engaging with the
full context of conversations and understanding that individuals actively construct worlds
as part of this dialog. This perspective allows us to look beyond what was said and
explore ‘the common sense’ used to interpret interaction (Gee and Handford 2014). By
understanding and applying this ‘common sense,’ I was better able to interpret user posts
so that I could understand what actions users were undertaking with each post.
Interpretation focused on identifying what users were doing with posts. This
focus meant that when users quoted a news source, it was less important what the source
said than how users used the news within that post. Additionally, I focused on the action
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of posts allowing me to identify language patterns that users were employing to signal
membership and to determine what a post was doing in addition to these signaling
strategies. I sorted the content by what action users accomplished with each post. For
example, I categorized posts in which users asked about Covid-19 or provided
information about the coronavirus as information seeking or providing about Covid-19.
Actions were determined by what posters stated they were doing and how other users
interpreted their actions. Other user's comments were crucial for identifying trolling
behavior.
Additionally, I identified ties to other posts to understand better how I could use
the history of threads to inform the interpretation of conversations. For example, there
was what anons called the Gary troll, which involved posting a screenshot of officiallooking information about infections and deaths, stating that the numbers have not
changed in four or five days, editing these screenshots of official charts to match their
statements often including a picture of Gary from SpongeBob. This post might seem like
an attack against users who are worried about the pandemic but can also be understood as
an attack against those who are not taking it seriously, and understanding what is going
on requires interpreting associated images and user responses.
Quantitative Content Analysis
The information recorded for quantitative analysis included what website users
drew the news from, if users intentionally archived news, and if the news piece was being
used to support a conspiracy theory. Essential to this is that the original content of a
news post is not as important as how the user chose to use the piece. To define what
counts as a conspiracy, I took the broadest possible perspective, defining it as posts that
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suggest the government, media, or individuals are lying about something to accomplish a
hidden goal. By focusing on how anons used content, my data better reflects the tactics
of users compared to focusing on the strategies of the news producers. Additionally, I
recorded all the sites anons posted news from, with any screenshots from older 4chan
posts recorded as 4chan as the source of news. News pieces that anons pulled from
Twitter and other social media sites were recorded as being from that news page if it was
posted to the news source’s official social media page. Otherwise, I listed it as the social
media site. For YouTube, many of the links were broken, had an embedded link to
malicious content, or had been taken down by YouTube. For this reason, links to
YouTube were recorded as YouTube.
I recorded a brief description of how anons used the story within the spreadsheet
as well. If the poster provided no description, then I followed the content to its website
of origin and provided a brief description of the story. I recorded any outside sources
posted to the site regardless of the original intent of the piece. Finally, users often
archived pages on archive.org to preserve pages that they believed others would delete. I
used a chi-square test of independence to determine the relationship between conspiracy
and the use of archive.org to test my definition of conspiracy. This test determines the
likelihood that two nominal level variables are related. A crammer’s v value can then be
calculated with a larger crammer’s v indicating stronger association between the two
variables. I examined each of these pieces of data for correlations, and I used RStudio to
process the data and to analyze categories for relations (RStudio 2020). I used the
correlations between categories to test if my qualitative analysis was plausible rather than
being the product of my expectations.
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Reflexive Journal
In many ways, qualitative study cannot remove the author from the experience of
their research and attempts at hiding ourselves in our data can serve to make our results
appear more objective than they are. Critical to avoiding this and bringing to the
foreground the interpretive nature of qualitative research, I highlighted my experience
collecting data. I used my experience to broaden my understanding of the data and the
impact the actions of users can have on others in the community (Denshire 2014). I
noted my experience throughout the document. I sorted posts so that I would be able to
track what posts caused what type of reaction and summarized these experiences in a
reflexive journal. Additionally, I noted changes in my behavior linked to the data
collection process as well. These are all impacts users could experience that is engaging
in what is known as lurking. While I was not able to engage with other users through
posting, which means that I was not able to capture the experience of using the site fully,
it is a common rebuttal of new users who violate social norms on the website that they
should lurk more. This suggestion indicates that the first stage to understanding this
community is to lurk despite the issues such behavior causes to the accuracy of my data.
I made an entry in the reflexive journal immediately after analyzing each thread.
In it, I noted my general anxiety levels, the impact that posts have on me, and any
behavior changes. I measured my level of anxiety through self-report and recorded as a
relative level of anxiety. There was a wide variety of topics and styles of posts that had
distinct impacts on me. To better understand these impacts, I noted the evolving
experience of engaging with them. It is important to note that I do not share many of the
beliefs or the sense of humor held by users, and so the impact might be different than it is
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on other users. Additionally, I recorded any behavior that increased anxiety seemed to
cause, or I considered outside of my routine was recorded to see if using the site impacted
my behavior in other fields of interaction.
Conclusion
By combining qualitative data interpreting the content posted actions, the
researcher's experience, and quantitative data, I hoped to paint a more vibrant picture of
the community that posts on 4chan. This picture provided insights into what motivates
individuals to participate in these alternative social media sites. By focusing on user
actions rather than how individuals said something, I gained insight into how participants
understand their actions rather than assigning my values to other’s actions. Critically
important to this was the researcher’s experience engaging with the data and, in many
ways participating with the community as a lurker. This description is not to say that I
somehow extracted myself from the data collected, but rather to describe how the impact
was made manifest and minimized. Finally, by gathering quantitative information about
news sources and how individuals are using them, the researcher’s experience can be
tested against how quantitative data represents the community and potentially provide
insights into these actions.
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CHAPTER IV -FINDINGS
Interaction on The Politically Incorrect Board
No user of the politically incorrect board stated that they identified as members of
the alt-right at any point during my study, with the only mention of the alt-right being
derisive. This lack of clear identification is indicative of how membership within the altright and the politically incorrect board is understood. A lack of self-identification
highlights the participatory nature of the alt-right movement and the fluidity of
membership within the community of the politically incorrect board. That said, I do
attempt to characterize actions where possible and draw on users' critiques of each other
to inform my interpretation. Despite these limitations, much content on 4chan’s
politically incorrect board mirrors the findings of past research on the alt-right, with
many posts focusing on similar issues as other far-right movements. Interaction through
these forums has transformed these issues through online practices, and my own
experience with the site suggests that engaging with this content can impact users' lives in
the physical world.
Creating Identity
One of the most critical activities engaged in by users of 4chan is posting to
establish that they are, in fact, valid members of the politically incorrect board. The
importance of establishing identity demonstrates one of the organizing logics of 4chan
and the alt-right, distrust of others. This logic forms a deep story for users of 4chan
where others lying feels true, and this distrust is employed to establish identity. Users
demonstrate belonging by correctly constructing posts. Users can engage in broad topics
as long they employ the proper strategies to demonstrate their identity and appropriately
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linked content to the topic of the board. Users can employ slurs, such as f*g and n***er,
tactically to engage empathetically with other users that disagree with them on issues that
past research has linked to core parts of their identity.
Specialized knowledge
Specialized knowledge includes knowing what sources anons consider valid and
how to create various artifacts that signal possession of specialized knowledge. Many
phrases and words are part of establishing this identity. Additionally, users produced
authenticity through technical knowledge to create content such as a triforce. Creating a
triforce requires complicated coding, which produces three triangles that form a triangle
out of the triangles. Copying and pasting the code onto the website causes the top
triangle to shift to the left when posted. Creating these artifacts demonstrates advanced
technical knowledge, which was another way to signal sameness. This sameness worked
to overcome the starting point of distrust of others that organized the conversation on the
politically incorrect board. Failure to properly produce evidence of this knowledge can
cause the community to reject individuals, as can be seen in user reactions to off-topic
threads.
Anons responded to other users posting content that was inappropriate to the
theme of the politically incorrect board by attacking both the content and the original
poster. I saw this when an anon asked for baby names. In this thread, there were 63
pages of content, only 12 of which contained names that could have been serious
suggestions such as references to movies, historical figures, or other names. There were
50 pages of content suggesting names that were almost certainly trolling, including
names such as Shitler and Fried Chicken. Many of these trolling name suggestions were
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either references to Nazis or suggested that a black man had cuckolded the original poster
and the child would be black. This insult, as explained by anons, meant that if this were
not the case, the user would not have been dumb enough to ask that question on /pol/.
Additionally, some comments directly criticized the user for posting this on the
politically incorrect board, which should focus on politics.
Language Patterns
Anons demonstrate valid membership within the politically incorrect board by
using correct language patterns but also through knowing how to create appropriate
content. Users refer to individuals on 4chan as anons. Establishing this identity was thus
critical to engaging with anons in meaningful conversations on the politically incorrect
board. The need to continually employ slurs tactically for identity management also
worked to permeate the site with the ideas of the alt-right, framing cis white males as the
norm and creating a habitus of hate speech. Additionally, the anonymity of the site
allowed users to collapse what they are reading into a homogenized community that
believes at least some parts of what is expressed. Establishing oneself as a valid member
of the politically incorrect board did not mean that users understood themselves as
members of the alt-right. However, the use of slurs for identity construction worked to
reinforce the ideas and presence of the alt-right.
Anons attack users who fail to establish valid identity properly and frequently
referred to these users as shills. Shill is a term used by members of 4chan to refer to
someone who is posing as some they are not to sell an agenda. Anons often used it as an
attack against those perceived as government actors. The most common way anons
demonstrated identity was by using slurs to attack others and to self-identify as a member
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of the politically incorrect board. These slurs include either identifying as a f*g or calling
other users f*gs, which, when used as an identity-building strategy, was not necessarily a
reference to sexuality but instead a way to refer to someone as a valid member of the
community. Another slur anons used to self-identify as a member of the politically
incorrect board or recognize the membership of others is to refer to themselves or other
anons as n***ers. Users interpreted attempts at reframing these slurs as racist as a
method for shutting down discussions by liberals and a liberal media. These slurs were a
heterodoxic identity-building tool tactically employed to resist the doxa of slurs being
inherently racist by changing the intention behind their use. Slurs were thus memetic
devices for quickly signaling identity within the community of the politically correct
board that often had little to do with the intended content of the message (c.f. Sparby
2017b). While anons employed these terms to signal identity, users also deployed slurs
as insults against other users when linked to intelligence or masculinity.
Understanding how anons were wielding slurs required me to engage with the
entire thread reading an entire thread incorporated users’ understandings to determine
better when anons were engaged in trolling. Trolling can often be subtle, and accurately
identifying these behaviors requires consideration of the post and comments before and
after. Often anons were applied slurs as insults when posters tied the terms to
intelligence or to suggest a lack of masculinity. An example would be when users
accepted government-published information uncritically. Other anons reframed the
position of the original poster to make it sound like the user accepted all government
stories and then stated only a n***er or f*g could be that stupid or emasculated.
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The fluidity of slurs demonstrates how users continuously construct and test
membership within the alt-right and the politically incorrect board demonstrating the
deep story of distrust. Overcoming this distrust required specialized knowledge of
language patterns to engage with users of the politically incorrect board successfully.
Anons tactically employed slurs to signal identity through heterodoxic behavior.
However, the need to continually employ them worked to create a habitus of hate speech
that increases the acceptability of these words. My own experience was that regularly
reading these terms made them feel more natural even when I recognized that they were
harmful. The use of these terms is taken advantage of by participants of the alt-right to
share their ideas in a forum where hate speech is normalized. This normalization allows
members of the alt-right to push ideas centered around race and gender in ways that are
acceptable by users.
Distrust of Media and Government
Anons broadly distrusted the government and media, expecting each to be
actively working against citizens’ interests. Anons broadly interpreted the governments
as either too weak to be useful or actively acting against most individuals’ interests.
Users also considered media untrustworthy, and anons repeatedly questioned other users’
intentions. This distrust profoundly influences how individuals interpreted the actions of
other anons. Generally, users accepted that anons who support the actions of either
organization were either unintelligent or working for one of these organizations.
Continually needing to demonstrate distrust of others, especially media and government,
worked to normalize and habitualize distrust for participants of 4chan. My own
experience demonstrated the impact this can have; as I continued participating in the
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website, I felt a growing distrust in official narratives about the coronavirus in particular
but also about anything pushed by mainstream media or the government.
Distrust of government took the shape of distrusting the capability of liberal
governments to address issues and distrust of the intentions of authoritarian governments.
For example, anons saw the United States as either too weak or too “cuckolded” to nonwhite interests to deal with the coronavirus. Broadly, anons saw democratic governments
as either incapable or controlled by elite actors who are manipulating the government to
advance some hidden goal. Some users accused the Chinese government of killing
people with the coronavirus while others praised China for the strength of their response
to the virus, with still others doing both within a single post. Generally, anons perceive
authoritarian governments to be far more capable, but untrustworthy because they are
more likely to act against the interests of their citizens. In both cases, members construct
governments as something that anons cannot trust. This broad distrust helps to explain
the actions of users in response to government sources and why individuals that do not
display the proper knowledge of how to post content are broadly rejected as valid
community members and are instead perceived as government actors pushing an agenda.
For example, users who posted in support of the Chinese government using the
information produced by the Chinese government were widely understood as acting on
behalf of the Chinese government. In contrast, users that supported the actions of the
Chinese government simply because they were more decisive than liberal governments
were generally accepted.
It seemed that most users did not expect mainstream media to lie directly, but to
lie through misdirection by shifting the focus of coverage to things that were not as
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important. When mainstream media began to discuss Covid-19 more intently, this was
seen as validation of anons’ concerns, and users suggested that mainstream media was
still underplaying the potential impact of the virus or that the coronavirus was being used
to hide something else. One conspiracy was that the government was using the virus to
test how many civil liberties can be taken away from citizens before they fight back.
Individuals engaged with diverse news sources, including mainstream news, independent
news, and private individuals, to determine which conspiracies they believed, and which
anons considered absurd. This distrust in mainstream media was demonstrated through
the 240 unique sources out of 874 total news sources recorded. The most common source
of news was YouTube at 15.6%, though many of these links were either broken or to
content that had been taken down, Twitter at 11.8%, older posts from 4chan at 4.11%,
and The British News Organization at 4% with other sources falling below 1%. Anons
seemed to trust foreign mainstream news organizations, such as The British News
Organization, which was 4% of the content, more than any domestic mainstream news
organization. This preference demonstrates distrust because users are conveying
community membership by using alternative news sources and by displaying a general
distrust of mainstream media.
Anons used many different sites only once, which suggested that users valued
variety in news sources. Sources from China and Taiwan were also especially valued if
they suggested that the impact of the disease was more intense than the Chinese
government was portraying it. This included articles from Taiwan suggesting that
reinfection is common and more deadly than the original infection despite what China
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was claiming at that time. Anons most often considered media reliable when it
questioned China’s narrative or suggested hidden conspiracies.
This data suggests that anons are drawing on a wide variety of sources for
information about the world. I also found anons used 44.2% of shared news to support
belief in a conspiracy theory, which supports my finding that conspiracies are an
orienting focus of the page. Finally, the correlation between users suggesting some form
of conspiracy to anons archiving the news sources was found to have a Crammer’s v of
.351, suggesting a medium association between the two (RStudio 2020). This value
means that anons archiving a news source has a positive relationship or has an increased
likelihood to be associated with a conspiracy. However, YouTube pages cannot be saved
to archive.org, so I also checked for the association when data from YouTube was
excluded and found an association of .725, which suggests a strong association between
these two variables. This association suggests that the use of archive.org is correlated to
belief in conspiracy though I would need to engage in interviews to understand the exact
nature of the connection. It makes sense that there would be some association between
the two variables, and a lack of association would have suggested that my definition of a
conspiracy was flawed.
Anxieties
In many ways, anxieties of the alt-right are born of past conservative movements
that anons have transformed for new uses. Past research has shown that anxieties within
the alt-right are often interpreted through existing anxieties about race, class, and gender
(Blee 2007; Lyons 2017; Neiwert 2017). Anons refracted these anxieties through
discussions of Covid-19. Users managed this anxiety by creating conspiracies, memes,
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and engaging in trolling. Conspiracies allowed the users to have access to information
that others do not, which allowed them to be prepared while also signaling community
membership. Memes allowed anons to demonstrate a valid identity by creating
appropriate content and allowed anons to manage anxiety surrounding Covid-19 by
reframing the discussion to a sexual narrative. Finally, trolling allowed users to contest
information that they disagreed with by questioning anons validity or through reframing
statements to make them entertaining.
Racial and Class Anxiety
I saw a continuation of far-right conservatism in the ways that users’
understanding of economics was shaped by their understanding of race. Many anons
considered racism to be an accurate understanding of the world, and dialog that criticized
an opinion for racism was broadly rejected (c.f. Main 2018). When users posted threads
questioning racism or arguing something is racist, anons regarded them as either
unintelligent or a shill. Anons understood arguments against racism as a tool for ending
arguments by disqualifying the individual behind an opinion rather than addressing the
argument. When users employed racism as an argument against a position, they framed
themselves as different from members of the community. Users have such an ingrained
racist dialog in the conversation that using slurs is an essential form of identity signaling
that anons use. It is so prevalent that focusing too closely on this identity signaling
strategy could easily serve to hide what people are doing with these posts beyond
establishing legitimacy. I write none of this to excuse these behaviors; however, to
usefully engage with far-right groups, empathetic research must be the starting place,
even if I found their language use unacceptable.
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Much of the content I looked at focused on Covid-19, but from very early on,
anons were worried about the economic impact that 'Wuhan flu' was going to have on
them. These concerns were broad and diverse and included anxiety about the job market
and the future of 401ks with others excited that a market crash would provide them with
new opportunities. Additionally, many users hoped that Covid-19 would cause the
collapse of modern economic systems. This economic collapse was understood as an
opportunity for them to improve their class standing because of their prepping for
apocalyptic scenarios that would fundamentally change the rules of survival. The
responses to this were incredibly diverse, with some individuals ensuring that they
always had some non-perishable food and a way to cook it without power to those
stockpiling ammunition and ten years’ worth of rations and bullion balls. All these issues
around the economic impact of the virus focused on dealing with the expected impact on
daily life. This focus suggested this was a method for dealing with anxiety about the
disease and its broader impacts on society.
Due to focusing on Covid-19, much racial anxiety appeared in the form of worries
that Covid-19 had infected Asians. Anons centered these concerns around moral
judgments of Chinese people, blaming dietary choices that users considered morally
wrong for the outbreak of the Covid-19. Much of this content focused on criticizing the
Chinese for eating bat soup and blaming their decision to eat bat soup for why they had to
be fearful of Covid-19. Also, a great deal of content discussed if certain races were
immune to Covid-19 or how Covid-19 might affect races differently. Anons often tied
these suggestions to conspiracies that the virus was an escaped bioweapon that the
Chinese or American government had designed to target racial groups. Anons used each
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of these to reduce anxiety around the virus by suggesting that certain races were immune
to the disease or would not die from it tying back to a belief in HBD (c.f. Main 2018).
Additionally, users suggested that because of a protein structure unique to Chinese
individuals, they were much more vulnerable to the virus, and it would not be a major
issue outside of China. Because of this projected unequal effect, anons understood
Covid-19 as likely to destroy the Chinese economy while restoring many industrial jobs
to the United States of America. By framing the disease this way, the discussion both
alleviated anxiety around Covid-19, and anons used Covid-19 to address class anxiety
caused by the growth of the Chinese economy.
Gender Anxiety
Anons manipulated gender to attack those they disagreed with and to manage
anxiety for users of the politically incorrect board. Gender functioned as both a source of
frustration for users and to construct things like Covid-19 as non-threatening. Primarily
anons referred to women as something that could be earned by checking the correct boxes
(cf. Banet-Weiser and Miltner 2016, 173), and men that were successful without having
checked these boxes were broadly attacked. Anons constructed those who were
successful either with women or economically, but were not forceful enough or actively
opposed the goals of the alt-right, as cuckolds. These attacks explained opposition to
their goals as only possible by white men if the individual who opposed them was
‘cuckolded’ by groups, such as minorities and women, with different goals than theirs.
One example is Bernie Sanders, whom many saw as not as bad as other politicians. The
main issue anons had with Sanders was that the Democratic National Convention had
cuckolded him, which prevented him from winning the White House. Sanders’ perceived
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lack of masculinity delegitimized his political positions without a need to discuss those
positions directly. Anons also framed things as women to construct potential threats as
non-threatening, creating a gendered space where women only existed as hypersexualized
objects. This gendered space can be seen in the way memes were employed to construct
the coronavirus as a woman which made it non-threatening or even constructed it as
something desirable.
Practices
Conspiracy.
In many ways, conspiracy was an orienting focus of posts about Covid-19. Users
frequently shared stories from broad sources of evidence to support these conspiracies.
Conspiracies focused on the disease being more severe than the government and
mainstream media were suggesting. Often anons cited news stories posted by
mainstream media sources to demonstrate why they believed these things. Additionally,
conspiracies grew out of data showing that the death rate from Covid-19 was consistently
close to 2% in China. Conspiracies regarding China also demonstrated a duality of
beliefs, with anons accepting that the Chinese response to the virus was how other
countries should react while also maintaining that Chinese people were morally
responsible for the Covid-19 outbreak because of dietary choices.
Conspiracies were broad, and most issues discussed were, at some point, framed
as a conspiracy. These conspiracies were highly varied, with the most common
suggesting that news sources were lying to hide how severe Covid-19 was or overplaying
its seriousness to attack Trump and civil liberties. However, they also included
conspiracies ranging from 5g causing Covid-19 so the government could assassinate
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targeted individuals to the conspiracy that China’s efforts to fight a locust plague with
ducks were being used to infect other countries with bird flu. Many anons also accepted
that Covid-19 was a bioweapon that was either intentionally released by the American
government or accidentally released by China. Users contested and modified each of
these conspiracies, which demonstrates a variety of beliefs. The community rejected
conspiracies that failed to provide any evidence regardless of their stance.
A conspiracy that shows how anons can use evidence to both rapidly accept and
reject a conspiracy was posted on Ash Wednesday when several government officials
were giving speeches about Covid-19. Several anons questioned why individuals would
have the same mark on their forehead. Conspiracies included it signaling some type of
action by a secret organization. Other anons quickly pointed out that it was Ash
Wednesday, and with this information, the suggestions of conspiracies quickly ended.
This example shows that anons' immediate reaction to something unknown was to
suggest a conspiracy, demonstrating the orienting focus of distrust of others. Still, when
presented with evidence by other users who used appropriate memetic devices and
evidence to signal validity, they accepted Ash Wednesday as a reasonable explanation.
This finding suggests that engaging with anons in ways that they recognize as valid could
serve to allow interacting with the community in productive ways.
My experience suggests that if one engages with enough conspiracies a few will
end up being right. Those few that were correct are what I remember when I reflect
about conspiracies on the website. This experience caused me to begin to feel a distrust
of official narratives that was possibly influenced by distrust in the current political
administration but became much more intense over the weeks that I read material from
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the website. I found that I not only became more skeptical, but that this distrust turned
into anxiety that drove prepping behavior. I even bought things like a few weeks’ supply
of non-perishable foods and water before the government suggested limiting trips to the
grocery store, and I considered buying more ammunition for my gun. It was deeply
satisfying when it turned out that this was the correct action, but it also made me
incredibly anxious.
Trolling
Trolling focused on restating someone else's post and then exaggerating their
statements. As part of this, anons frequently employed racial slurs or references to
mental disorders to explain why others believed what was disagreed with. The most
common trolling focused on attacking those who trusted mainstream media sources or
whose conspiracies other users considered too crazy and failed to provide sources
backing up the attacked argument. Anons' legitimacy was also frequently contested.
Despite this, the primary focus of trolling was attacking users for not believing Covid-19
was serious. Anons often suggested that those who thought it was not dangerous were
not intelligent enough to understand the risk. This finding indicates that users primarily
utilized trolling for entertainment, to attack those not seen as legitimate, and to discredit
those who disagree with them.
Additionally, individuals frequently feminized others as part of these attacks,
especially on threads focused on politics. Supporters of Bernie Sanders and Joe Biden
were both regularly attacked by users of the forum, with the most common attack on
Sanders discussing how the DNC had cuckolded him. Anons constructed Joe Biden as a
sexual predator with pictures of Biden touching and sniffing women a common thread.
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By constructing their opponents this way, users were able to dismiss their political
positions without discussing them.
My experience reading posts that were engaged in trolling was that after constant
engagement with these posts over a couple of weeks, I began to find them entertaining.
Posts which effectively employed trolling to reveal absurdities in other’s arguments were
enjoyable. I also learned that trolling can often involve recreating someone else’s trolling
efforts to contest what these statements meant. For example, users often engaged in what
they called the Gary troll, which included a picture of Gary from Sponge Bob
SquarePants and edited pictures of official stats to argue for or against the severity of
Covid-19.
Memes
Anons deployed memes to signal community membership through the skill in
which the user had made the meme. The flexibility of memes means that any
interpretation is highly context-dependent, and each usage of the same meme can be very
different. When users employ memes to signal identity, they often took the form of Pepe
the Frog representing the poster's current feeling. Anons also use memes to signal what
they desired to happen and to manage their anxiety around something.
A common meme used for signaling identity was Pepe the Frog (cf. Gal, Shifman,
and Kampf 2016). The Pepe meme, rather than indicating anything by itself, seemed to
be used as a method to become embodied on the website (cf. Pettis 2018, 31). Pepe
memes personified the tone of a message, and its expression or actions seemed to mirror
the intent of the anon who created it, helping other users to understand when sarcasm is
being used. By using the memes as guidance for understanding the meaning behind
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posts, it was easier to understand when users were engaged in trolling. An example of
this embodiment was seen on pages themed for Covid-19. Putting Pepe in a hazmat suit
was especially often paired with discussion of prepping possibly signaling the posters
own preparation for covid-19. However, some of these memes showed individuals dying
in the hazmat suit, suggesting that other users contested the meaning of the meme or the
value of preparation (see fig 2). These examples demonstrate how individuals use memes
for a variety of reasons that should not be over-generalized. My own experience with the
website was that it felt like Pepe embodied the tone of messages and the nearly constant
use of the meme helped collapse content in ways that make 4chan feel less like a website
and more like a person.
Figure 2. Self-Reflective Memes

Anons used memes to feminize Covid-19. Under this construction, Covid-19 was
not something to fear, but instead a sexual creature that anons should be excited to get.
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One image that demonstrates this construction is the top left image of figure 2 that shows
Corona-Chan’s, anons’ name for the personification of Covid-19, breasts getting bigger
as the total number of infections increased, indicating that the growing number of
infections was desirable (see fig. s). Anons applied this meme to reduce anxiety around
the virus because many users feared the virus, and this feminization was being used to
construct it as something that could not be dangerous. While this construction was used
to manage anxiety, it also worked to construct 4chan as a male place through the
sexualization of the disease. This constant practice works to normalize portrayals of
women as hypersexualized and makes women who do not fit this portrayal violating
femininity and masculinity. My own experience with this was that early in the study,
many of these images were upsetting. However, as I continued to use the site, they
became part of the expected landscape, and pictures of women that were not
hypersexualized were more noticeable, though scarce. Engagement with the material
even while actively disagreeing with it was enough to change my initial reaction to
content in ways that show how powerful websites usage can be to forming new habitus.
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Figure 3. Corona Chan Memes

Users also utilized these memes to signal the Chinese origin of the disease. I
observed this in several different ways, the first of which is the style in which posters
drew Corona Chan. Anons drew Corona Chan in an anime style that, while more
accurately reflects Japan, served to construct the image as Asian broadly. Additionally,
there were often references to bats and soup, which were codes in the drawing that
indicated the original vector of the disease. Anons also reference the Chinese
government repeatedly with Winnie-the-Pooh, which has become code for the current
President of China, Xi Jinping.
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Reflexive Journal
My experience using 4chan is that engaging with such a massive amount of
content can serve to increase anxiety significantly and this anxiety can drive other
actions. These actions include things like prepping, which is a term used to refer to
efforts to buy long term supplies to allow individuals to survive in the event of a longterm disaster. Prepping can include things like buying water, food, and medical supplies
but also often includes things like buying guns and ammo. This anxiety can also serve to
instill a desire to engage in information seeking through 4chan because other sources of
news are broadly distrusted.
This anxiety caused me to think about the Covid-19 for most of the day, and
despite knowing that using 4chan was causing me to be anxious, I wanted to use the site.
I think this was because by using the site and accessing the massive amount of
information contained on the website, I was able to feel satisfaction from learning about
the virus. After all, I knew more than other people now. I bought water, food, and other
goods that are important for self-isolating for weeks at a time before the government
advised people to do so. However, at the same time, I was worried that I had not bought
enough or that things could get worse than the government currently admitted. I also felt
an ever-broadening distrust in the way mainstream media and the government described
events, which did build from a mild amount of distrust that I had in the current
administration's competence. This constant engagement created a habitus of distrust
through which statements and world events where interpreted. From this, it seems that
for others that are using this for longer periods, anxiety could be a significant motivator
of actions outside the board.
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One behavior that I believe could be linked to anxiety from using the politically
incorrect board is prepping. I engaged in a small amount of ‘prepping,’ or buying
supplies in preparation of a long-term disruptions, myself after using the site for only a
couple of weeks. Even more importantly, I spent many hours looking at things that I
could buy and a great deal of mental effort convincing myself not to go out and buy these
things. Using the site changed how I spent much of my free time, which increasingly
shifted to deciding what would be a reasonable amount of supplies to buy or if I should
buy more ammunition for my gun. I also found myself eager to collect data, even as I
knew that processing it would be mentally and emotionally exhausting because even
though anons were wrong about many things, they occasionally were right. This
anxiety’s ability to creep outside of the website and influence behavior away from the
forum demonstrates the impact that engaging with these communities has and
demonstrates how engaging with them becomes a self-sustaining cycle that creates a
habitus of distrust.
An important additional component was that after a couple of weeks, I began to
find a great deal of the content I was reading funny. I laughed both at posts that skillfully
trolled other users and those that failed to engage with the content properly. What I
considered appropriate humor had changed because much of this content would have
made me incredibly uncomfortable, for a good reason, only a few days before.
Recognizing that individuals had trolled users by reframing their statements to show
absurdity allowed me to see how the website could easily be a source of entertainment.
This experience demonstrates that simply reading material on these websites can create a
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new habitus of humor. Again, users were often utilizing language that creates real harm,
and even if they are not employing it for that reason, it still causes damage.
Conclusion
The key take-away points from my study are a desire for community,
entertainment, and broad distrust of others drove participation on the politically incorrect
board. One of the most common activities on the politically incorrect board was actions
taken to establish identity and to recognize the identity of users who had properly
established it suggesting that this action was significant in and of itself even if it served
other functions. Users and my own experience identified entertainment as a driver of
activity on the website, as seen in the permeation of trolling throughout the website.
Finally, distrust, in many ways, formed an organizing logic that everyone lies when it is
in their interest to do so. This assumption of dishonesty helps us to understand the
importance of categorization because those most like you are likely to share your
interests. It also helps to explain why white men violate their expectations by framing
them as not men. It also helps us to understand the obsession with conspiracies because
each one found speaks to this greater truth that everyone lies for their benefit.
Additionally, it helps us to understand the importance of identity signaling, which
because of the anonymous nature of the website, can only occur through what anons post
to verify other users are, in fact, like themselves. Finally, it helps us to understand the
importance of seeking diverse news sources, which increases the likelihood of spotting
inconsistencies which could reveal these lies.
My study also demonstrated the impact these websites can have on our offline
lives. My experience using the website demonstrated that engaging with content on the
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politically incorrect board can change how users understand the world. These changes
took the form of increased anxiety, engaging in prepping, and a change in the sense of
humor. Each of these demonstrates the real impact that engaging with others through the
politically incorrect board can have on users and helps us to understand how the board
creates a feedback loop of anxiety that drives users to continue using it. I also saw users
recognize this effect with what anons described as being black pilled or overexposed to
content from the website, causing too much anxiety. Anons in this discussion recognized
that much of the content on the page was anxiety-inducing and often overly paranoid
while maintaining that the board was the best place to learn about various issues because,
amongst everything that was posted, users could find the truth.
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CHAPTER V –CONCLUSION
Discussion and Conclusions
Users of 4chan, or anons, come from diverse walks of life and engage in hateful
speech for many different reasons. While researchers should not overlook the harm that
this speech causes, to understand why individuals join these groups, we must understand
what it is they are doing on these platforms. To accomplish this, I focused on content
posted by users and self-explanations informed by a reflexive journal that recorded my
experience. These methods allowed me to engage with a great deal of content looking at
user-generated explanations and the impact it had on me as learned to participate on the
site even as it prevented me from interviewing users about what anons posted. Despite
these limitations, the volume of content observed allowed for a deep understanding of
interactions on the website. The primary driver of activity I identified was a deep story
of distrust, which created anxiety that was managed through the tactics of conspiracy,
memes, and trolling. Additionally, I found that all of these activities created a habitus of
distrust that introduces new users to the world that creates this deep story of distrust,
which is then amplified through the context collapse that is part of interaction on the
internet becoming even more potent through anonymity. To engage in the dialog on
4chan, then individuals had to prove that they belonged to the community and shared
interests with others.
Identity
Establishing legitimacy was the most common source of what researchers could
easily describe as a hate speech. Anons posted these slurs to demonstrate heterodoxic
beliefs that signaled community memberships and actively recognized that using these
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slurs was a way to push back against the construction of these terms as hate speech. The
use of these tactics then creates a habitus of hate speech that means anons become used to
using these terms and do not understand them as slurs. Also, critical to establishing
identity was the inclusion of sources, especially those that questioned official narratives.
These were used tactically to meet the needs of users. My own experience suggests that
engaging with these sources even when you strongly disagree with them can create this
habit of hate speech or, in my case, remove that immediate gut reaction of disgust when I
hear these terms. Additionally, I began to feel this deep story of distrust. I found myself
questioning official narratives and still find myself more skeptical than I was before the
study. Anons used these identity management tactics to support activities such as
information seeking and to create entertainment.
Information Seeking
Anons managed anxiety created by this deep story of distrust through information
seeking by finding explanations that fit previously held beliefs and through averting risk.
My research indicates that individuals seeking information about the world through
alternative sources because they distrust mainstream media was one of the primary
drivers of participation in 4chan. Users of 4chan engaged in two types of activity to
accomplish this: they sought and provided information about the coronavirus, and they
attacked those they perceived as sharing false information. Information seeking came in
two forms: information about the virus itself and general information on prepping.
Information about covid-19 focused on how bad the disease might end up being both
looking at health and financial impacts it could potentially have in contrast, prepping
focused on what an appropriate amount of effort and money was to spend on the activity.
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Attacking other users came in the form of trolling that exaggerated others' positions and
then made fun of the absurdity of the new position constructing the disease as less
dangerous. The attacks against both positions highlight the centrality of distrust to anons'
understanding of others. Information seeking thus served to create a sense of safety that
worked to manage anxiety caused by distrust of mainstream media and government.
Entertainment
An additional driver of the traffic on 4chan is a desire for entertainment. These
actions came in several forms, but the most common of this was through trolling. Anons
used trolling to discredit other users; however, during my observations, I saw repeated
trolling attempts by users that seemed to focus on entertainment value. The most
common of these trolling attempts were called the Gary troll, and while it was used to
attack others, individuals also interpreted it as entertaining. After using the site, I felt
genuine pleasure at seeing the Gary troll done correctly. The Gary troll involve a user
posting a screenshot of official-looking information about infections and deaths and thenstating that the numbers have not changed in four or five days, editing these screenshots
of official charts to match their statements. The frequent use of trolling to reconstruct
official data and narratives for entertainment purposes worked to reinforce a habitus of
distrust. Users also sought entertainment through the creation of memes, which anons
often constructed to be humorous as well as making a statement about the world.
Overall, I found most slurs and hate speech was a way to signal membership with
the community of the politically incorrect board through heterodoxic behavior rather than
directed attacks. This was a tactic to resist the recognized doxa of these words as racist,
which anons interpreted as an attack on personal freedom. My experience suggests that
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regularly reading these terms makes them feel more acceptable even if I still recognize
the harm that these words do. Information seeking was carried out to reduce anxiety
surrounding Covid-19 caused by a deep story of distrust. My own experience suggested
that it both served to cause me to feel better about my understanding of the virus but
caused increased anxiety around my preparedness for the virus. My use of the site also
caused me to distrust all the sources I was reading, even away from 4chan. Users also
sought emotional support from other posters, both to deal with anxiety derived from the
content of the site and to deal with personal issues such as loneliness. Finally, a
significant driver of activity was entertainment, which took the form of both trolling and
memes. Many of these posts combined these actions accomplishing two or even all three
at the same time. This thesis has demonstrated the importance of engaging in empathetic
research, especially with those we disagree with. It has shown that users employ hate
speech as intentional heterodoxic behavior to resist what anons see as hegemonic liberal
power over language.
Take Away Points
Users of the politically incorrect board broadly distrust others, and this distrust
becomes intensified if individuals or groups are perceived to be dissimilar. This distrust
explains the importance of categorizing others, the obsession with conspiracies, the
importance of identity signaling, and searching for diverse media sources. Each of these
works in their own ways to support the belief that others are lying, and therefore anons
cannot trust others. Categorizing others allows anons to know when others are like them,
so anons can trust these others to act in their shared self-interest. Conspiracy theories of
any kind speak to this belief that others are lying in their self-interest, and anons readily
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accept them. Identity signaling is key to establishing likeness and gaining a legitimate
voice as a user of the politically incorrect board. This study and past studies have
demonstrated that users can then engage empathetically with those they disagree with
when these strategies are employed. Distrust in others also helps to explain the desire to
engage anonymously through 4chan to reduce the risk associated with presenting
controversial ideas and explains why a site centered on conspiracies is so desirable to
members. Finally, engaging with diverse media sources allows users to look for
inconsistencies between sources for evidence of conspiracies and to provide weight to an
argument due to the importance of employing evidence when making an argument on the
forum. Understanding this point of view could allow future researchers to better engage
with users of the politically incorrect board, including members of the alt-right who use
the board.
For those who are studying online communities, this study demonstrates the
power of going to platforms where users are creating their online worlds. It also
demonstrates that researchers can study these online worlds without direct reference to
users’ offline worlds, as found by Boellstorff et al. (2012). This untethering allows
researchers to study anonymous communities by engaging with them in the same way
other users would because users do not reference each other’s offline identities when
engaging through the platform. I also showed the role entertainment could play driving
activities on websites not constructed primarily for entertainment purposes. Further, this
research demonstrates the value of qualitative research that can help us to understand
better user actions that researchers can lose in statistical analysis, as seen in the various
usage of slurs on the website.
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For those who are working with stigmatized communities, especially those whom
we disagree with, this study demonstrates the value of empathetic engagement. By
paying attention to why individuals stated things in context, I gained better insights into
what users are doing rather than assigning meaning to actions. This study demonstrated
the many forms identity signaling could take. This finding highlights the value of
focusing on what individuals believe they are doing rather than only looking at what
actions they are taking. By adopting this perspective, we can recognize both the intention
of individuals while also acknowledging the outcomes of actions. Understanding that
these can be different is an essential step to developing better strategies for engaging with
members of stigmatized communities. This empathetic engagement can allow us insights
into the organizing logic of belief systems that we might find contradictory otherwise.
Finally, this study demonstrates the methodological value of self-reflection in
participant observation. The value of this self-reflection is amplified in studies were
talking to participants is difficult. This study showed how engaging in similar activities
as community members, in this case lurking on the forum, worked to change my general
levels of anxiety, led to actions offline, and changed my sense of humor. These
demonstrate the genuine impacts that online worlds have on our offline lives in many
ways blurring the line between the two.
Future Directions
One important direction for future research would be to find an appropriate and
safe manner to contact users for interviews. Such research is difficult both because of the
terms of service of the site and that anons prize anonymity. One method for researchers
to contact users would be the purchase of a tripcode, a service that links an anon with a
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permanent code, which would allow the researcher to post on the site with a consistent
identity to discuss issues with posters. The purchase of the tripcode would allow the
researcher to interact with participants without violating the terms of service and would
prevent others from impersonating the researcher. However, this does not eliminate the
risk that individuals could impersonate others through IP address manipulation.
Additionally, the use of a tripcode increases the risk of the researcher to be doxed or to
have their offline identity revealed.
Future research could also code for who is posting on YouTube, Twitter, and
other social media platforms. More nuanced coding could help reveal individuals that are
especially influential in these groups. Any such coding should be careful to hide the
identity of these individuals to ensure that they do not suffer adverse consequences as a
result of the research. This coding, combined with network analysis, could reveal
patterns of influence and highlight the diversity of sources that individuals are using.
With 26.9% of sources coming from Twitter and YouTube, it is vital to understand who
is producing this news. It could also be useful to trace back the source of these stories as
well to understand the far-reaching impact some users might be having on the group.
This research has broadly contributed to our understanding of the community of
4chan and the politically incorrect board. This will allow future researchers to better
engage with members of the community and design alternatives to the communities that
exist. This is critical to dealing with these online extremist communities that have proven
to be exceptionally resistant to other efforts to remove them from online discourse on
social media.
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APPENDIX A – Tables
Table 1.

Definitions
Anon
Copypasta
Corona Chan
Cuckold

Gary
Gril
Happening

Lurk

New f*g

Normies
Nothing burger,
soda, salad or
other types of
food product
Prepping
/pol/
Red pill
Schizo

Shill

Refer to users of 4chan broadly can also include
a reference to a location
Refers to content that is largely copy and pasted
from other threads, largely looked down upon
The personification of the Covid-19
Refers to someone who has had their interests
overtaken by someone or something, such as a
different racial group, else drawn from a term
that refers to men that allow their wives to have
sex with other men.
Refers to users that engage in memetic trolling
around the covid-19
Refers to women as the equivalent to lawn
ornaments that are cheap and easy to replace
Code for a major event, usually something that
could cause the partial or total collapse of
society.
Refers to reading content without posting any
content.
New user of the website. It can be used either as
an insult or to frame a question to increase the
likelihood of receiving help.
Non-users of 4chan
Used to refer to events that are exaggerated.
Can also be used to make fun of those who think
something is not serious
Buying supplies in preparation for some
disruption of everyday life.
Shorthand for the politically incorrect board.
Reference to the matrix but broadly used to
request an explanation of something
Refers to users that are overly paranoid. Often
used to critique other users' proposed
conspiracies, especially when the original post
lacks sources that are considered credible.
Someone trying to sell a narrative often
understood to be acting on behalf of a
government
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Tri-force

Unironically

Various racial,
sexual
orientation, and
mental healththemed slurs.
Wuhan flu

A series of three triangles arranged in the shape
of a triangle. Requires a complex set of code to
produce, and if copy-paste is used, it appears
correct until posted after which the top triangle
will shift to the left.
Used to indicate a question or statement is
seeking a legitimate answer or is expressing a
genuine opinion.
Meanings are highly context-dependent but are
often used to signal in-group identity. They can
also be used to attack someone else. Critiques
of other's posts about conspiracies are most
successful when they attack another user's
mental health.
Refers to the 2019 coronavirus and the disease it
causes Covid-19.
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